Weconsider the nonlinear Stufm-Liouville problem
Introduction
We consider the following nonlinear Sturm-Liouville problem -u"{t)+u{tf = Xu(t), tel:=(0,l), (1.1) u(t) > 0, tel, (1.2) u(0) = «(l)=0, (1.3) where p > 1 is a constant and A > 0 is an eigenvalue parameter. It is known by Berestycki [1] and Praile et al. [7] that for each a > 0, there exists a unique solution (X,u) -(X(a),ua) G R+ x C2{I) with \ \ ua\ \ 2 = a. The set {(X(a),ua),a > 0} gives all solutions of (1.1)-(1. 3) and is an unbounded curve of class C1 in R+ x L2(I) emanating from (ft2, 0).
The purpose of this paper is to understand the global structure of this bifurcation diagram in R+ x L2(I) completely.
To this end, we establish the asymptotic expansion of X(a) as a -4-oo. Wealso establish the corresponding asymptotics of the width of the boundary layer ofua as a-> oo. [14], the following asymptotic formula for X(a) as a -» oo has been given: There exists a constant C > 0 such that for a > 1, C-ia(P-i)/2 < A(a) _ aP-i < Ca(p-W_ (1 4) (1. 4) gives the optimal estimate for the second term of A(a) as a -¥ oo. However, the exact second term was not obtained.
Our main aim in this paper is to improve the formula (1.4) to gain a complete picture of the bifurcation diagram in R+ x L?(I). Theorem 1. For any n e No, the following asymptotic formula holds as a -» oo:
and ak(p) is apolynomial (deg ak(p) < k+ l) which is determined by a0,au
The following theorem gives the asymptotic formula for the boundary layer of ua as
Theorem 2. For any n e No, the following formula holds as a -^oo:
The following theorem gives the relationship between | | wa| | 2 and | | wa| | oo for <*> 1.
Theorem 3. For any n e No, thefollowingformula holds as a -> oo:
As a corollary of Theorems 1-3, we obtain the analogous results for the nonlinear SturmLiouville problem -w"(t)+Kt)rMt) = Xu(t), teI:=(0,l), (1-9)
(1-10)
For (1.9)-(1.10), it is known that for each a > 0, there exists a unique solution (A,u) = (A(m, a),um>a) G R+ xC2{I) (m G N) suchthat um,a has exactly m-1 interior simple zeros in /, tzm,a > 0 near 0 and | | «m,a| | 2 = a (cf. [1, 7] ). Moreover, the set {(\{m,a),±um,a),a > 0,m G N} gives all solutions of (1.9)-(1.10). {(A(m,a),v),a >°> is called the m'th branch of nodal solutions of (1.9)-(1.10) and is an unbounded curve of class C1 in R+ x L2(J)
emanating from ( (m7r) "å m ,M=<M =^«+mC1a^+f:J^rt (mCl)-Q-»A + 0(Q2+"(1-rt/2), (I-12) IK-IIE1 = **å + "fl^+t T^TtL(mC,)*",.*'-"'' + Ota"'1-"2). (1.13) fc=0\P L>
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish the second term of the asymptotics of A(a). In Section 3, we establish the third and fourth terms of the asymptotics of X(a). This step is needed to use the mathematical induction in Section 4. In Section 4, we prove Theorems 1-3 by using the mathematical induction and the arguments developed in Sections 2 and 3. We also give the proof of Corollary 4 at the end of Section 4. uniformly on compact subsets on /. Moreover, the mapping A \-¥ u\ à¬ C2(J) is strictly increasing (i.e., dux/d\ > 0 in /) and C1 for A >?r2 (cf. [7, p. 203] ). Therefore, we see that a(X) = IKH2 is C1 and strictly increasing, namely, da(X)/X > 0 for A > tt2. Therefore, X(a), the inverse ofa(A), is also C1 and dX(a)/da > 0 for a > 0.
Proof. Since (1.1) is autonomous, we know that ua satisfies
Since it follows from (1.1) that =0 for0<t<1, 7 t \2u«{t) -p+i i the expression between brackets is constant in [0, 1] , and taking t = 0, 1/2, for 0 < t < 1, we
This along with (2.7) implies that for 0 < t < 1/2
Then by (2.5), (2.7), (2.9) and putting s = ua(*)/IMIoo, we obtain
By (1.4) and (2.4), we seethat Ht^Hoo = A(a)1/^-1)(l+o(l)) for a > 1. By this, for a » 1 and 0 < s < 1, weobtain
By this, (2.10) and Lebesgue's convergence theorem, we obtain
This along with (1.4) implies our assertion. Thus the proof is complete, i
Lemma 2.2. d^o^/da = 2aA2(o;) for alla > 0.
Proof. By (1.1) and (2.2), we obtain Then we see that the solution 72 of (2.14) is represented as 72(a) = h{a) + h{a) := d>>+l £^-ds+ C,a^\ (2.16)
Wesee from (2.15) that h{a) = o{ap+1) for a > 1. By (1.4) and (2.4), we obtain | | ua| | £i =
(1 + o(l))ap+1 for a » 1. Therefore, by (2.2) and Lemma 2.1, for a > 1, we obtain 
Then by (2.ll), (3. 1) and (3.2), we havê
The following estimate for Hua Hoo enables us to repeat the arguments in the previous section.
Proof. Since the second inequality is known by Berestycki [1], we have only to prove the first inequality. We put va(t) := A(a)-1/(p-1^Q(i + 1/2) and wa := 1 -va. By (1.1) and (2. 6), we see that wa satisfies:
Since 0 < va < 1 in / by the second inequality of (3.4), we have 0 < wa < 1 in (-1/2,1/2).
By (2.4), we see that va ->•E 1 and wa -> 0 uniformly on 7,5 := [-8,8 ] as a -> oo, where 0 < 8 <C 1 is a fixed constant. Therefore, for a fixed constant 0 < e <g. p -1, we obtain by Taylor expansion that for a » 1 X(a)(p-1-e)wa < <(t)<\(a)(p-1+e)wa, tà¬Is,
Since W±(a, t) := (1/2)(1 -IMIooXeV^-1^^* + e-V(*>-1±£)A(")*) satisfy W£(a,*) = \(a)(p-l±e)W±(a,t), tEIs,
we easily see that W-(a,t) < wa(t) < W+(a,t) for t E Is and a » 1. This implies that as
This yields 1 -C6e"*V(p-1-6)A(or) < H^Hoo. Hence, there exists a constant C5 > 0 such that
Thus the proof is complete. | Next, we study the asymptotics of A3(a).
To this end, we prove the following lemma. Therefore, by (3.10), (3.12) and (3.13), we obtain (3.5). Thus the proof is complete.
Lemma 3.3. A3(a) = (1+o(l))C?/(p-1) asa->00.
Proof. By (3.3) and (3.5), we obtain , p+3 ,. rjo(a)a 7s(«)"^T73(a)= -.
By solving this equation, we see that (3.14) TH(a) = «"/'£°JgM y*+fta»W. For example, we know from Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 that
To prove Proposition 4.1, we need the following Lemma4.2, which is the extension of (3.22). 
such that the following asymptotics holds as a -* oo: The case k > 2. Assume that (4.1)n=fc_1-(4.4)ra=fc_i hold. Clearly, (4.1)7l=fc_i-(4.4)re=fc_i imply (4.1)n=fc_2-(4.4)n=fc_2-Therefore, by the induction assumption, we have (4.7), in which k is replaced by k -1. The proof of (4.7) is divided into three steps.
Step 1. We define Ak-\{p) by (4.8)i=fc_i.
Then we obtain by (4.3)o<i<fc-i and (4.4)o<i<fc-i thatfor0<i<k-1
This implies (4.8)0<j<fc-i. By (4.1)n=fc_i and (4.5)i=fclfe-i, for a > 1, we obtain We*) =Afe+2(a)-^M-C^a^-^-^=o{^k-^-^).
(4.10) Substitute (4.10) for (4.7), in which k is replaced by k -1. Then by (4.9)i=fc_i, we obtain L(a,X(ay/^) = 2 §^V+1+\^+z)/2+\\kM*2 (4.ll)
where rk(a) = o(a2+(fc~1^1~p^2). Therefore, to prove (4.7), it is sufficient to show that
Step 2. To derive (4.12), we calculate L(a, A(a)1/^-1)). We put gk(x) := 1+^(x) := l+ClX+E (p°J^+1C?+V+a.
Furthermore, let gk(k + 2, x) denote the Taylor expansion of 0fc(a;)(p+1)/(p"""1) of (A; + 2)-th order, which is denoted by
Then by (4.5)^=^ and Taylor expansion, we have
Let 2 < j < A; + 2 be fixed. We denote by {zij(a)}i the terms of the expansion of (hk(a(l-pV2) + Afc+3(a)a1-P)i which contain Afc+3(a).
Then by (4.10), for a > 1, we ob-
Then by this and (4.13), we obtain L(a, X(a)'"å '-») =^Yf+1 (4.14)
J1 +*±iMa<^)+g fr+ iw-i»)-:-tfa-2)p)Va(^)/,y + o(a(fc+2)(l-P)/2)j + lAfc+3(a)a2
Then by noting a?+1 •E aV>+W-p)/2 = a2+fc(i-P)/2j we see from (411) and^14) that rfc(«) -r^rcn.jWoW^+ o(a2+k^-^2).
(4.15)
Step 3. (k + 2)\ck+2(p) is given by the (k + 2)-th derivative ofgk(xYp+1^^-^at x = 0.
Werecall that the n-th derivative of a composite function z(x) = Z(y) and y = ip(x) is rfn , ,^n\ dmZfi/V1fv"V2fv'"V3 (v^\Ph
Here, the symbol J2 indicates summation over all solutions in non negative integers of the equation /3i + 2/52 H 1-h(5h -n and m = Pi + /52 H \-fih-By using this formula for n=k+2, we obtain 1 dfe+2 (0fc(aOb*1>/C-1>)
Then we first find that the exponent of (p -1) in the denominator of ck+2 (p) 
-(4+Ml-p))Bfc(p) rnscfe+2 2+fc(l-P)/2 -2(A;+l)(p-l)^+i (1+O (1) This along with the definition of (3 implies (1.ll). Next, by noting \\WmAoo -m-^-^H^alloo, (4.30)
we easily obtain (1.12) by Theorem 2 and (4.29). Finally, (1.13) follows from Theorem 3 and (4.30). i
